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SYSTEMS THEORY: The Ultimate Solution? 
[Phase III] 

 

The Body-Brain-Mind Synthesis 

 

     The existence of higher dimensions (more than space and time), together with the 

common metaphor: ‘the sixth sense of perception’ or ‘aura’ is becoming unquestionable 

in many fields at present. If the concept of space, matter, time, motion … gives some 

meaning to our sense of perception, then those of higher dimensionalities must also be 

meaningful if viewed on ‘equal footing’ with the physical dimensions. In this text, I try 

to demonstrate that such non-localizable entities do exist and that one can concretize 

their existence from their manifestations. By introducing the concept of system, I show 

the modern and common version of the above: ‘the whole is more than the sum of its 

parts’.  Then one can trace and find out common properties for the missing part: ‘the 

whole minus sum’. The application of all these is the renewal of the self and 

enlightenment. 

 

http://www.abraham-amaha.webs.com/
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I. Preliminaries 

To begin with, let us construct a symbolic representation of a system so that, with 

these symbols, our discussions will be simple. Moreover, we take the most widely 

accepted notion about systems
1
; as ‘a group [set] of things or parts working together as a 

whole’; or in order to allow self-interactions it is better defined as ‘anything that contains 

interacting parts, or at least itself ’. With the help of these definitions and a diagram 

(below), we represent a ‘whole’ system with N parts in it as 

S = {ei, Rij; E} = whole;    i, j = 1, 2, 3, …, N;  

ei – i
th

 part or thing of the system S;  

Rij – The ‘working together’ between components ei 

and ej 

(or certain sum of ej's) is represented by 

ei•Rij•ej;    or    (ei•∑
n

j Rij•ej,,   n ≤ N). 

That is, the operation (Rij) among the components of the system yields some kind of 

observable (or ‘expectation’) value that can also be measured in the lab. Here, multiple-

valuedness of this quantity is of interest to us. In quantum mechanics, ei can be identified 

with position, momentum …  

In the figure, O is the origin/observer and ri, rj the positions of the parts (if necessary). 

While {ei} represents the set of independent component parts/things (the sum) that are 

                                                          
 

 

 

 

1  OXFORD Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English. A. S. Hornby, editor J Crowther, et. al., 

Oxford University Press, 5th edition 1995.  
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interacting, the second term {Rij; E}, which is really the whole minus sum of the system, 

is the non-material entity that guides the system as a ‘set of laws of nature’ and as a 

process towards a certain end – emergence. 

E – is a symmetry-breaking parameter (that chooses from a 50-50% option) during 

processes involving ‘bifurcations’ and ‘catastrophes’, where a slight variation of energy 

or other parameters can bring about unpredictable results (emergence). It is responsible 

for the overall emergence of the system whose role will be clear in the course of our 

discussion. Moreover, by Gödel's incompleteness theorem, S' = {ei, Rij} as it stands is not 

complete; however, one can force it to be complete by introducing E whose properties 

will be deduced later on.  

Rigorous mathematical treatments have been used to study self-regulating, self-

organizing systems by Nobel Prize laureates: Ilya Prigogine, Manfred Eigen and their 

collaborators around the world. The indications are that: ‘… the mathematical equations 

that describe simple behaviors apply also in advanced biological systems’; or ‘… the 

equations that describe simple patterns in advanced biological systems, are the same as 

those that apply to inorganic chemical reactions’. Moreover, in Prigogine's ‘dissipative 

structures’, if a system is forced away from its thermodynamic equilibrium [or from a 

certain order], then it undergoes chaos and spontaneously organizes itself into a new 

order … From Eigen's ‘relaxation techniques’, enzymes catalyze each other's formation 

towards self-organization, correction of errors and evolution, and many more. These 

fundamental principles motivate the curiosity towards deep pondering on the secrets of 

simple systems tending to be self-regulating, self-organizing, self-replicating … through 

feedback amplifications and correlations. Other novelties like in self-making and self-

referential thinking can be readily understood as a matter of course. At this point, my 

interest is on the human level; trying to catch subtle forces (more than the physical) that 

energize the brain into certain thinking or into doing something emotionally. Thus, I 

leave details to the reader and rush to my point through the following simple examples.  

The simplest system is the mass-spring system (or harmonic 

oscillator) as shown in the figure, with two object masses m1, m2 and 

the variable x as distance of separation between them. They are 

coupled by a spring that produces some interaction relation:  

http://www.google.com/search?hl=en&defl=en&q=define:bifurcation&sa=X&ei=djqPTLaTGIL54AbapfmKDg&ved=0CBIQkAE
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&source=web&cd=1&ved=0CBwQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FCatastrophe_theory&ei=kzuPTJarA5mX4gbtrNjdDQ&usg=AFQjCNHgz__1qHcJeSdTBJjEEhdAJJh3IA
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%B6del's_incompleteness_theorems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilya_Prigogine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manfred_Eigen
http://www.google.com.et/url?q=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilya_Prigogine%23Dissipative_structures_theory&usg=AFQjCNHKq5cSb0WkOaVQ8UDgeUlQD5x6Ag&ei=qXXBS7m7HYP7lwfpk4XdBA&sa=X&oi=section_link&resnum=1&ct=legacy&ved=0CA0QygQ
http://www.google.com.et/url?q=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilya_Prigogine%23Dissipative_structures_theory&usg=AFQjCNHKq5cSb0WkOaVQ8UDgeUlQD5x6Ag&ei=qXXBS7m7HYP7lwfpk4XdBA&sa=X&oi=section_link&resnum=1&ct=legacy&ved=0CA0QygQ
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory
http://linkinghub.elsevier.com/retrieve/pii/S0301010400000215
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_oscillator
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonic_oscillator
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(R12 = – R21 = Force) between them. Hooke's law (about stretching and compression) 

says the corresponding interaction force is given by F = - k x, where k is a spring 

constant (or a function of x for non-linearity). This force is responsible for the motion of 

the component masses governed by Newton's law which says that a particle accelerates 

proportional to the force applied to it; and acceleration is the ‘2
nd

 derivative’ of the 

position vectors r1 and r2. A combination of these laws gives the differential equation (in 

a one dimensional straight line, with one of them fixed and the other m moving) like m 

d
2
x/dt

2 
= - k x, or in terms of a set of first-order differential equations: dx/dt = v and dv/dt 

= - k / m. The study and analysis of the solution-space (the space of all possible motions 

in ‘phase space’) of the above-type differential equations provides deep insight about the 

subtle operation of nature, just from these simple-looking equations. 

 

Similarly the motion of an object oscillating under gravity  

(pendulum or a rock where any other being in another planet can 

notice), as a system with gravitational interaction between two 

gravitating objects (the object/rock and the earth/planet) is also of 

interest. We use the illustrative work of G. L. Baker and J. P. Gollub in 

their book Chaotic Dynamics: an introduction. 

 

For both systems, if energy is given from the external (like shaking the entire system) 

then the motion becomes complicated (chaotic), and by virtue of E it settles to one of the 

possible motions. During chaos, all information (past history) is lost locally; but E seems 

to retain the inherent nature of the dynamics to make decisions. Typical geometrical 

expressions pertaining to self-similarity and structural invariances are the well-known 

Mandelbrot  (‘fractal’) set, and L-systems mimicking a huge variety of plants and 

flowers. Apart from simple systems like the LASER  cavity or superconducting 

phenomena they mention, we consider the following typical examples for our purpose: 

the chaotic pendulum, Bénard cells and B–Z reactions. Here I only display the contents 

and interactions in a picturesque form, just to give a feeling for general understanding.  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hooke's_law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phase_space
http://www.howrey.com/BakerG
http://www.haverford.edu/physics-astro/Gollub/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wv1uja14ysn0kpd/Chaotic%20Dynamics%20by%20G.L.Baker%20and%20J.P.Gollub.PDF
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beno%C3%AEt_Mandelbrot
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fractal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser
http://www.myphysicslab.com/pendulum2.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9nard_cell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belousov%E2%80%93Zhabotinsky_reaction
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1.. Closed system:– 

 

 

 

2.. Chaotic pendulum:– 

 

Motion is represented by ovals and complicated ovals in phase space (, ). The 

ordered patterns are shown alongside boxes O1 and O2 with chaos in between and above. 

Note that order O2 is more complex and evolved than order O1. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_system
http://www.myphysicslab.com/pendulum2.html
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3.. Bénard cells:– involves a system of fluid molecules as parts of the system in a pan 

(energized by heat). After certain chaotic developments, the molecules exhibit well-

coordinated (honeycomb) pattern for perfect ventilation, as shown.  

 

 

 

4.. B–Z reaction:– The Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction is another oscillation 

between chemical reactants: –  e.g. citric acid + sulfuric acid + potassium bromate; 

or observe the oscillation: –   2H2O2 + I ↔ 2H2O + O2 + I. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/B%C3%A9nard_cell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Belousov%E2%80%93Zhabotinsky_reaction
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With these illustrations, we can see that E plays the role of self-organizing reducing 

chaos to order – the spontaneous emergence (or process-of-life) that makes the system as 

it is (or as it behaves, if it is an organism). Moreover, it can be viewed as an entity that 

determines the fate (pathway) of the system; and still in its most general form, it is the 

‘attractor’ characterized by: 

 

 

Here, EL and ED can also help identify open and closed systems; respectively: 

For closed systems:  SCLOSED = {ei, Rij; ED} 

Rij is mainly linear (single-valued) and {Rij; ED} represents all the laws of 

thermodynamics that lead the system to ever increasing entropy (disorder) towards heat-

death guided by the ‘Arrow of time’. Typical examples are that rocks weather (or decay 

radioactively), buildings fall, a dead rat decays … – everything ages. 

 

On the other hand, for an open system (Prigogine's ‘dissipative system’):   

SOPEN = {ei, Rij; EL}. 

With Rij nonlinear: the system gets energy (or food) from the external and evolves to 

an ever increasing complexity with successive chaotic states. Such processes can again be 

 

 

E 

 

EL  (Life-giving force):   EL + disorder = order (e.g. photosynthesis) 

ED  (Death-centered/closed):   ED + order = disorder (e.g. decay) 

EL/D  (Perpetuation):   ‘the DNA's way of making another DNA’ 

                                        Or Freud's ‘libidinal energy’ for procreation.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermodynamic_process
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entropy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_death_of_the_universe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_death_of_the_universe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arrow_of_time
http://www.google.com/products/catalog?hl=en&q=nonlinear+dynamics+and+chaos&um=1&ie=UTF-8&cid=3730006166953307001&ei=vD-PTNXoCZXh4Aae_bHaDQ&sa=X&oi=product_catalog_result&ct=result&resnum=3&ved=0CCUQ8wIwAg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosynthesis
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understood from simple systems, like the celebrated pendulum. Here, in the figure, we 

observe that order O2 is more complex than O1 (for energy has been pumped in), and a 

new order has spontaneously emerged from chaos. If energy is not supplied, however, the 

system would become closed, subject to ED, and devolves down losing its energy to stop 

in the end. It is worth noting that there are no ‘closed’ or ‘open’ systems as such, for they 

spend or absorb energy from the surrounding; a system cannot exist on its own, except 

the universe itself.  

 

II. Abstractions 

From the numerical point of view, abstractions come as a set of correction factors (as 

in perturbation) with additive or subtractive terms of infinite order. The very choice of 

where to terminate this infinite sum brings about (in principle) unpredictable results due 

to interferences, the same manner as truncating an  irrational to a rational number does – 

so subtle which is usually expressed as the ‘butterfly effect’. Equivalently, the very 

choice of + or – (in the sense of √4 = ±2) and proceeding with the choice brings about 

different results, the abstraction being contained in the state of choosing.  Abstractions 

that guide coin flipping towards heads or tails are manifestations of mystic interactions of 

the observer with the rest of the universe. This phenomenon has long been 

recognized/formulated (as early as 5000 years as an aid to making decisions, predicting 

the future, etc.) by the ancient Chinese – see for example the I Ching or Book of Changes 

as ‘the oldest known form of divination and mysticism’. In many areas, these abstractions 

(arising from influencing choice) are even personified with given names, structures, traits 

…, ready to be worshipped.  

According to our scheme, however, the abstractions we seek are those corresponding 

to open and closed systems; and they are made apparent/tangible through the use of the 

symbols {Rij; EL} and {Rij; ED}, respectively. When these abstractions operate on the 

components ({ei}) of a system as {ei}{Rij; EL} → S = {ei, Rij; EL},  then they make the 

system as it should behave – either extracting energy (or food) to evolve exhibiting 

different patterns [of behavior], or loosing energy to devolve and depreciate with 

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/453134/perturbation
http://mathforum.org/isaac/problems/eproof.html
http://mathforum.org/library/drmath/view/58727.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Butterfly_effect
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coin_flipping
http://www.ichingsymbols.com/?p=1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Changes
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predictable steps towards death. Particularly apparent is concerning living organisms 

(where ‘the whole is more than the sum of its parts’), the kind of abstractions we 

consider is then the life process (‘whole minus sum’); or the theoretical/universal self, 

when it comes to one's personality, as a biological system equipped with brain subsystem. 

 

1. Properties of {Rij; E} 

 Omnipresent  (all-present in space and time), it is everywhere and 

evrywhen in such a way that ‘where is F = ma?’ or ‘how old or when does it 

expire?’ does not have any meaning. 

 Omnipotent for nothing escapes the laws of interactions {Rij; E} – the 

laws of nature. They are mainly represented as tensors: laws do not depend on 

epoch, coordinate, state of the system or size … That is, when something 

happens, then all the necessary laws of physics (pertaining to this particular 

dynamics) are instantaneously there. 

 Omniscient for it chooses pathways (or destiny). During chaos 

(bifurcation), information is completely lost locally, but E contains inherent 

history about the system and surroundings such that it emerges in a particular 

way, in conformity with the nature of the observer and the environment. Since it 

operates in connection with conscious observer, it must follow thought patterns 

also, hence all-knowing.  

 Omni-benevolent, for following the rules should not bring any quarrel. 

But what are the true and universal rules to be followed will be our topic of our 

discussion later as the main thesis of this text. 

2. Generalizations of {Rij; E} 

 From the universal point of view (with the Universe represented by U), the set,   

U = {e, R; E} represents all: {e} turns out to be the matter content of the universe and 

{R; E} represents all the laws of physics (and wisdom) as a self-causing and self-

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/omnipresent
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/omnipotent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tensor
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Omniscience
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chaos_theory
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Bifurcation.html
http://www.knowledgerush.com/kr/encyclopedia/Omnibenevolent/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universe
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solving property. Particularly in cosmology, it is believed that inflation occurred when 

the universe went from high energy symmetric state (E) of ‘vacuum’ (un-manifested) 

to the low energy symmetry-broken state of ‘excited vacuum’ ({R; E}) which gave 

rise to powerful ‘negative pressure’ for the universe to expand (cool off) to form 

matter ({e}) for creation. Along this line, E is the symmetry; and then 

symmetry breaking was carried out to the laws of physics ({R; E}) with all the forces 

unified. It took the particular direction to get us to this present moment. Particular 

interactions like {Rij; EL} are subsets of {R; E}. 

For the sake of clarity, the Christian [and other's as well] point of view defines this 

process as, in the midst of nothingness (total darkness or chaos), it was said ‘let there be 

light’ and ‘there was light’ for the light (EL) was a ‘good’ direction (pathway) of 

symmetry that brought us to this present reality. Consequently, EL and ED were 

‘separated’ as the archetypal dual day/night [Yang/Yin] and their interplay was set to 

motion to complete the ‘week’ of episodes. In this dichotomy, the universe begins to be 

understandable as Mind – a self-organizing and self-observing system, with two major 

entities to complete it. 

 In quantum mechanics, the very concept of uncertainty of Heisenberg gives room for 

unexpected results to happen. In this formalism, the whole determines the behavior of 

its parts; and quantum indeterminism ‘offers a window for God to act in the universe’. 

That is, the fuzziness in the measurements related to ei (or a result of their operation) 

makes the system incomplete. Similarly, the ‘wavefunction collapse’, which produces 

the reality of measurement (or of certain curiosity), seems to need a conspirator to help 

the universe bootstrap and to make results happen the way they should be. Such things 

happen only if the system is open and the result has to depend on the state (subtlety 

and power) of the observer; and so, unlike Einstein, ‘God does not play dice’ in 

quantum mechanics.  

 Another insight from systems theory in connection with Theory of relativity is how the 

universe was modeled and the clarity that results. If the universe is to be considered as 

a system, then with the help of a diagram below, it must be a set on its own (as shown 

in (b)), containing itself and solving itself.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmology
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Inflation_(cosmology)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_energy
http://www.google.com.et/search?hl=en&defl=en&q=define:symmetry&ei=7EDAS76xFcL48Abj0vnyCA&sa=X&oi=glossary_definition&ct=title&ved=0CAYQkAE
http://abyss.uoregon.edu/~js/ast123/lectures/lec18.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_mechanics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uncertainty_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werner_Heisenberg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wave_function_collapse
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bootstrapping
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theory_of_relativity
http://www.thefreedictionary.com/universe
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Under such conditions, origin O that refers to every component of the system in (a) 

must be removed, as is shown in (b); for otherwise, there would be some kind of god who 

would watch the universe unwinds. However, in (b) every point Oi is a coordinate point  

and its motion is always relative to the other frames of reference like itself – 

‘geometrically equivalent’ to the rest. In other words, Oi is the observer who does his 

own measurements. What governs them is the set of postulates devised by Albert 

Einstein; like the speed of light is the same for all, etc. The actual coordinates are the 

curved ones (embedded in force fields that make the curvatures); but they are mainly 

approximated by linear Cartesian coordinate system (thicker axes) to represent reality 

with certain things missing as ‘hidden variables’. For biological systems, the abstractions 

manifest as activity of one particle re-generating (or destroying) other particles, which in 

turn re-generate this so that the whole system lives (or dies). 

With these premises, I would like to show that a certain state of consciousness in one's 

part can reveal the secrets associated with these activities with deep insights and 

curiosities that are much rewarding than anything else! In the next section, the essence of 

consciousness will be incorporated in our scheme: 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
http://www.answers.com/topic/cartesian-coordinate-system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidden_variable_theory
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Consciousness
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III. Abstractions and Consciousness 

Again our dictionary
1
 defines consciousness as ‘the state of knowing what is going on 

around one because one is able to use one's [bodily] senses and mental powers’. The 

technical aspect of this widely accepted definition is that, interaction between external 

inputs and the memories of past events raises relational consciousness through a network 

of cells called NRT (Nucleus Reticularis Thalami) – ‘relational theory of the mind’. It 

works by comparing the received inputs with reactivated memories of previous 

experiences. In this theory, the brain is composed of sensory parts for incoming signals 

(the thalamic part), the cortical part for memory storage (of past experiences), and a 

reticular grid that observes and suggests actions autonomously. Comparing incoming 

activity with stored past experiences (re-created activities) gives rise to consciousness 

through this NRT – ‘thalamo-NRT-cortical consciousness’, [John Taylor]. The conscious 

I is then the self that ‘eyes’ this process. Thus consciousness is a relative measure of past 

and present states of the self, which again can be represented by change of perturbation 

(on the interaction forces) in the Body and Brain subsystems, and so one can write:  

       ∆S = S
N 

\ S
O
 → ∆Rij, 

where S
N 

and S
O
 are the new and old states of the self, respectively; and the minus (\) 

represents the difference (or change ∆) in the state (∆Rij) that becomes consciousness. 

Hence, without any loss of generality, we can express: 

       SelfC = {ei, ∆Rij, Rij; EL }, 

where {ei} represents the Body (things we measure and weigh); and ∆Rij is an 

expression of consciousness in the Brain, mainly measured by voltmeters, EEG's and the 

rest – process of thought. Again Rij is the interaction relation between molecules (or 

neurons) with force-fields that affect the body (or the brain-computer); EL, is the life-

giving pathway which is highly related with hormonal connectivity through the endocrine 

system – Mind. 

If looked at closely, however, this expression seems to be of limited attribution that 

may characterize only learning animals or intelligent machines. To the human, something 

http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=Nucleus+Reticularis+Thalami&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thalamic_reticular_nucleus
http://www.medterms.com/script/main/art.asp?articlekey=2848
http://scholar.google.com/scholar?q=thalamo-NRT-cortical+consciousness&hl=en&as_sdt=0&as_vis=1&oi=scholart
http://www.bookfinder.com/author/john-taylor/
http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/003931.htm
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seems to be missing here, for man has something else – self-evaluation. Again the 

common definition
1
 of conscience is ‘the consciousness within oneself of the choice one 

ought to make between right and wrong’ – consciousness of consciousness; that is, 

∆(∆Rij) = ∆
(2)

Rij. [Our pursuit here is to find out what is universal righteousness.] It is 

interesting to present some quotations: A. J. Ayer writes ‘… there is a temptation to think 

of one's self as a set of Chinese boxes, each surveying the one it immediately encloses.’ 

This is also characterized by Russian dolls, one surrounding the other. More on self-

awareness, J. R. Lucas expresses it as follows: ‘In saying that a conscious being knows 

something, we are saying not only that he knows it, but that he knows he knows it, and 

that he knows he knows he knows it … and so on.’ Hence, along with process-of-thought 

(which suggests a hierarchy of consciousness), we can introduce high-level thought 

processes and write the symbolic representation for the self as: 

  Self = {ei, ∆Rij, ∆
(n)

Rij, Rij; EL } = {Body, Brain, Mind, all the laws of physics} = whole,  

where ∆
(n)

Rij represents the higher-level of consciousness resulting from self-reference 

and feedback loops; while ∆Rij resulting from physical/environmental coupling is left 

separate as consciousness; and so n > 1. Corresponding subsystems [characteristically of 

different disciplines] are the Body (immune system), the Brain (nervous system) and 

Mind (endocrine system) with the universal laws {Rij; EL} that govern the holistic 

system/self. 

Gödel's incompleteness theorem, dealing with un-decidability on self-referential 

systems says that ‘… one can never, in principle, understand one's own mind completely 

[on a rational basis].’ This impossibility to decide on propositions implies that one cannot 

really tell about the holistic aspect of the universe one is embedded in. That is, the Brain 

can never understand itself with all its analytic capabilities available. This leads to the 

fundamental [self-referential] question; ‘Can the internal workings of a brain be 

accessible to that brain itself?’ Therefore it seems that there is no limit in the value n, as 

the irrationals are. It requires infinite n (from the level of thinking) to accomplish this 

comprehension; but the universal aspect, the autonomous process-of-life, comes down 

and assists it, revealing the importance, meaning and purposefulness of the process. For 

systems with no (developed) brains, it just manifests as the property of the system with 

healing, self-propelling or self-preserving instincts. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Jules_Ayer
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Lucas_(philosopher)
http://www.thebody.com/content/art1788.html
http://stevenmichaelharris.com/theory/075.html
http://www.sciencedaily.com/articles/e/endocrine_system.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/G%C3%B6del's_incompleteness_theorems
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Irrational_number
http://www.crcpress.com/product/isbn/9780824725204
http://www.historyoftheuniverse.com/lifeproc.html
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Typical examples for this scenario are: that a bee may not know the intension or 

purpose of its colony, but all its energetic performance/automata are for the wellbeing of 

the colony, defending it with its self-sacrificial devotion – it is a collective responsibility. 

Conscious interactions also produce an energy-field of collective subconscious; yet, no 

one would know where it is heading unless consciousness itself is directed to the eternal 

wellbeing of the system, with universal standards. 

However, among modern people, there is a difference on the emphasis of ∆
(n)

Rij that 

relates to what are generally called holism and reductionism. In reductionism, the self is 

mainly based on the philosophy (characteristic of the greater part of the Western culture) 

founded on the method of reducing the properties of a complicated system into its 

components and analyzing them. Thus the reductionist point of view has less emphasis on 

n > 1, and hence the principle is more towards linearity (predictable, no chaos) and 

locality – ‘… they fail to grasp the importance of pattern and global behaviors of 

systems.’ The holistic perception, on the other hand, is a systemic perception of the 

wholeness of the system; that is, a semi-metaphysical concept with less emphasis on 

material components and Brain activities. However, if both disciplines are not well-

understood (in terms of the whole) and blended harmoniously, tensions will result for 

they deal with potentially opposing forces that are put to exist permanently. One needs 

the other to complement itself; instead of evaluating things in terms of one's own 

standards, a universal standard is now available towards universal/global consensus of 

our present-day situations. It takes an open-minded exchange of culture and heritage 

among fellow people, and thus to be an example of peace and lively pursuit of truth. To 

make things short, typical differences in terms of thinking processes and values are 

expressed as: [Fritjof Capra]. 

http://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3AFritjof+Capra&qt=hot_author
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Systems theory of cognition (known as Santiago theory) deals with the identification 

of the process-of-knowing (∆
(n)

Rij) with the process-of-life ({Rij; EL}). Thus ∆
(n)

Rij is 

much broader than ‘normal’ thinking involving perception, emotion and action. In the 

language of ancient times, it is the ‘breath of life’ with different names given to it: atman 

(Sanskrit), psyche or pneuma (Greek), anima or spiritus (Latin) and ruah (Hebrew), and 

so on. It is the holistic aspect of the brain (emergent properties of neural networks) 

generally referred to as ‘Mind’ that couples both with the external structurally, and with 

the internal in differential/feedback forms. Santiago theorists combine the process-of-life 

and process-of-thinking (process philosophy) in the self to attain an overall definition and 

operation of psychosomatic networks into ‘cognitive immunology’ – the ‘theoretical self’ 

made of DNA's. Moreover, the link that one has with the rest of the universe is not only 

that of physical connectivity (through the five sense organs) but also that of hormonal 

connectivity that combines the biological, mental and emotional activities of the self 

together into one essence. This kind of self-awareness has a universal basis that one must 

experience to find the full meaning of life on earth. In the next section, we will discuss 

the process of attaining universal-hood with a certain method of mental exercise. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Santiago_theory_of_cognition&redirect=no
http://www.historyoftheuniverse.com/lifeproc.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_philosophy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA
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IV. Dealing with Abstractions 

The great breakthrough of Santiago theory is that the higher cognitive self (in our case 

∆
(n)

Rij), is of the same characteristic as the process-of-life ({Rij; EL}) – the forces 

operating on the components ({ei}). This new conception was proposed by Gregory 

Bateson and elaborated more extensively by Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela in 

a theory known as the Santiago Theory of Cognition. 

‘The central insight of the Santiago theory is the identification of 

cognition, the process of knowing, with the process of life. Cognition, 

according to Maturana and Varela, is the activity involved in the self-

generation and self-perpetuation of living systems. In other words, 

cognition is the very process of life.’ 

But, in our scheme, since ∆
(n)

Rij is connected with consciousness ∆Rij, then through a 

conscious act, one can transcend to comprehend the basic mechanics of the environment 

and the self, as quantum mechanists would tell us about the bootstrapping effect of 

measurement caused by the observer.  

In order to attain this selfhood, one has to observe the lower (Adamic) self with all its 

intensions, motives and challenges. That is, the practical/mechanical self is being visited 

by the natural/theoretical self in the name of the whole universe. This observer becomes 

the higher I operating in conformity with the universe (Einstein's ‘deep cosmic religious 

feeling’); and hence has its own identity – it becomes an entity one can deal with 

consciously, but again with universal standards – endowed with great awe-inspiring 

sovereignty. At this stage, one has attained the sovereign I (or the higher self, ground-of-

being …) – the half-real universal self (the axis) that is eternal and everywhere (ether).  

To begin with there are three characteristically different disciplines in the medical 

world – Immunology, Neurology and Endocrinology. This, according to our discussion, 

constitutes the three major aspects of the self: the Body {ei}, the Brain consciousness 

∆Rij and the Mind awareness ∆
(n)

Rij that is capable of comprehending the process-of-life. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Bateson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gregory_Bateson
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Humberto_Maturana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francisco_Varela
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Santiago_Theory_of_Cognition
http://search.freecause.com/?rm=click&mod=sponsored&url=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&clicktype=2&userid=29240081&toolid=61495&stype=Yahoo
http://search.freecause.com/?rm=click&mod=sponsored&url=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&clicktype=2&userid=29240081&toolid=61495&stype=Yahoo
http://search.freecause.com/?rm=click&mod=sponsored&url=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&clicktype=2&userid=29240081&toolid=61495&stype=Yahoo
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The intension is now to calm down the Body and Brain responses in order to dwell on 

this cognitive phenomenon of Mind. The procedure generally is  

1. place the Body {ei}, comfortable and restful so that physical perturbations and 

pains do not disturb observation. However, if there are pains and aches already in the 

Body, they will be felt more sharpened and more painful – for the true state of the body is 

being visited by a neutral observer without any material bias. This way, an observer 

entity has already set in, and possibly can be used for healing. Similarly,  

2. set the Brain-consciousness ∆Rij comfortable with no mental toxins and no 

past/future pressures so that the brain-computer does not disturb observation with trivial 

thoughts. Again the important thing is to introduce this observer over the familiar 

thoughts and emotions – awareness. It discerns among thoughts and has total control over 

them. The Ethiopian version for this self-control is to ‘walk over clouds’; meaning, 

mundane thoughts and impulses are beneath one's feet. It can direct thought processes to 

positive outcome as a matter of transmutation. Generally, continuous practice of this kind 

makes this observer-entity vey magnified and solid that eventually it becomes the 

‘counselor’ – guiding-light, guardian-angel, loadstar, etc. 

The best way to calm the Brain activity [after Roy Masters] is to concentrate on one's 

own fingers. And since the Brain has to be still active (not sleepy), one can transfer one's 

attention from one finger to the other, with the Body resting and the eyes closed. Usually, 

this kind of attention is symbolized as a ‘searchlight inside the brain’. Soon a change of 

breath will be felt, a sense of blood-flow in the veins, (electrical) tingling, or some 

warmth will be noticed at this moment of observation. The idea is now stick to any kind 

of change one feels, so that no thoughts should intervene with this procedure – the 

sustained practice of moving one's attention from finger to finger. That is, regardless how 

urgent or how compulsive things seem to be, one can use this new state as an anchor, to 

observe things without being involved with them. Then this attention, jumping from 

finger to finger and filling the whole body with energy and vitality, is what we are 

looking for – the kind of attention that transcends and travels distant places and times as 

selfless ‘information’. This process is the ‘safeguard of one's tranquility’ we chose; other 

techniques are also available. 

http://www.fhu.com/aboutroy.html
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However, during this state of observation, one is bound to encounter obscuring forces 

(with images and sounds) and unbearable feelings at the beginning. Here, thoughts pop 

up from every corner and there is no way to silence them – ‘over sixty thousand thoughts 

per day’! What happens is that we see, for the first time, how much our Brains/Bodies 

have been conditioned and taken over by alien forces operating in us according to their 

suggestions and whims. Unless one is firmly committed to this non-thinking state of 

observation, it would be difficult to silence those lifeless roaming entities. However, one 

can dissolve their powers and possibly transmute them to the positive side through stern 

observation. All it requires is to be steadfast and centered, that one can see those thought 

processes without flinching. Being just illusory, they can be used to concretize events 

towards positive developments more than the forces themselves can presumably offer; for 

they are under the authority of the observer.  

According to the traditional point of view, this ED, the death-centered force is powerful 

and self- contained on its own standard; and it knows it lasts till big-crunch. Even though 

it does not have life/energy of its own (‘fallen angel’) its techniques are the extraction of 

energy by accelerating the death of other systems. Such kinds of principles are often used 

in sorceries, magic with a variety of chants and spells. These are the basic signs of 

emptiness in oneself and decadence; and this is worth discussing a little. [Typical 

examples are, the kill of a prey is life and security for the predator, or 

impoverishing/demeaning others to enrich/vitalize oneself, etc.] The concept of the earth-

bound influences is so common and profound that there are so many names and attributes 

to them, and people deal with them in accordance with one's interest and the interests of 

these possessing influences. However, tampering with these forces (with local or 

mundane interests), without having the slightest idea about their eternal meaning, is so 

dangerous that leads one to the so-called ‘double death’. 

It is evident that this ED is death all around it that may lead people even to worship it, 

and make it animate. It represents the ‘final’ or annihilation endowed with deep fear of 

itself – so deep and painful that one would be forced to attach it with something external 

and try to get over with it. As the archetype Destroyer it is, it breaks things down to ashes 

(elements) to extract energy. [For clarity and contrast, the other realm in this context is 

the life-giving Creator, EL, which synthesizes and gives evolutionary progress towards 
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ever-increasing complexity, life and reasoning.] ED not only cracks molecules towards 

disorder, but splits among nations, territories, languages, tribes … all the way to the 

family or even to the self, manifesting as multiple/split personality. It is a 

domain/kingdom, a worldview in itself; and very subtly uses the Body and Brain to the 

center of its kingdom. There is no way out, for it is a system that claims closure; and 

cannot afford to provide solution to remove itself. It is total darkness; yet, it falsely 

claims marvelous life with all the fashionable pleasures and thrills, amazements, 

intellectualities and civilized lifestyles, etc. Doing one's part in contributing to this 

darkness is also welcomed for a little uplift in this hypocritical state. Whenever it cannot 

endure and play its role, it changes and comes in different forms and contacts. It is not 

personal at all; it is a phenomenon that exists for eternity as influence. The way how 

people (from antiquity) perceived it and how they dealt with it is, however, a very 

important issue that motivates one to ask: Nations rise and fall throughout history; what 

did they have that made them flourish (towards building pyramids, roads and artistic 

splendor) and what did they lose that led them to failure (wars, strife, and disasters, …)? 

For one thing, ED is an influence with a reference of death – a phenomenon in the 

direction of the ‘arrow of time’. Since it is more of physical connectivity with the 

environment, it uses the Body and Brain with excessive attention, and with little concern 

of Mind; as if to kill one's conscience is a sign of ‘modernization’. It interprets life as a 

process towards death. Under these conditions, one has to struggle to live; for life seems 

to arise from the very struggle for living and corresponding displays. And in order for it 

to guarantee that it lives, it sets 

 Body with sensuality that produces addiction, lust, passion …. In this regard, Roy 

Masters writes in his book, How Your Mind Can Keep You Well: ‘… we often fear death 

because we have built our values around sensation, and death would expose us to an 

eternal, burning hunger that cannot be satisfied without a body to serve as a vehicle for 

sensation. On the other hand, we may look forward to death as a release from the torture 

of not finding satisfaction in pleasure.’  

 Brain is set with intellectualism for determining and planning the future, 

producing an urge to struggle, analyze and achieve. But since things are attained through 

effort, it leads to further ambition, deceitful arrogance, etc. It creates a closed loop of 

http://www.fhu.com/aboutroy.html
http://www.fhu.com/aboutroy.html
http://www.fhu.com/books/mind_well/
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hunger with emptiness at the center – ‘psychic disease’. The brain-computer is 

nothing/dead without this maya struggle/drama to keep it thinking with the promise that 

the future will be improved. Amid all these, the Brain can nevertheless be trained to work 

as a  virus-free supercomputer according to universal laws. 

 Mind is set vulnerable to all sorts of fantastic Id-images and feelings; and gives 

rise to compulsive activities and sublime cyclic thoughts, feelings and emotions. This 

empty situation produces unnoticeable psychodynamics with intense negative feeling, 

thinking and reaction (fight/flight) – vicious circles that cannot be stopped at the level of 

thinking or any scientific analysis. According to ancient Egyptians [Book of the Dead], 

those imageries of ‘headless monsters’ were attributed to those ‘inverted souls’ directly 

from the Hades of destruction. This ego-self, with its divisive mechanisms, is good in 

convincing that things are alright that seem to reflect intellectuality and a sense of 

euphoria. If it is ‘a means to an end’, it is possible that the ‘end’ can be dispositioned (or 

expired) in the process of getting there, hence a wrong outcome. All those things seem to 

be so right and innocent (even allowed by collective subconscious), yet destructive; 

unless they are viewed by the universal standards.  

On the other hand, EL is a life-giving influence which perceives life as living over 

thoughts and the mundane concepts of space and time. It is transcendent by nature, and 

knows the essence of space-time continuum, detachment, a sense of suspension (non-

presence) in space-time. It is an integrative trend, a pathway of universalizing the self, in 

which deep appreciation of nature and its works are stored – ‘A compassionate, joyful 

stillness that lies beyond the activity of busy mind.’ However, since it is ‘permanent’ (or 

let us say, geometry or formula), it is not quite noticed although everyone breathes it; and 

the urge it produces to be noticed may push someone to the other realm (in form of 

rebellion), unless one pauses to see what it is all about. When it turns out positive, then 

one would call it Omni-benevolent and one has to be thankful for this transformation and 

experience. 

At this moment, one begins to see one's life from the universal point of view as a 

creation embedded in the process-of-life. One begins to see that all this drama with all the 

urges, images, duties, capabilities, etc. become routine activities stuck between birth and 

death. When universal standards set in, one's activities and thoughts become universal 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Id,_ego,_and_super-ego
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_the_Dead
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Id,_ego,_and_super-ego
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(with all the other intentions melted), which reflect the true soul of the self-immortal. It 

becomes the only place for creativity, research, revelation and meaningful process-of-life 

(or the theoretical self). Under such conditions: 

 Body becomes natural, clean and gracious; 

 Brain gets transcendent, genius, artistic and intuitive; 

 Mind gets tuned to universal episodes and divine manifestations as an enlightened 

observer and a creative guide – the attainment of ‘Christhood’, ‘Buddha-hood’ …  

Unlike the dark side, there are positive sceneries here also that one can focus on and 

attain the benefits of worldly things effortlessly. It is true, that all sorts of positive-

thinking discussions and procedures are available, and these scenarios work as long as 

one can properly handle the power of the creative Presence and the ‘center of dignity’ – 

the ‘Now’. On the other hand, one can program the brain-computer with solid images and 

ambitious goals to attract like vibrations to animate it; but this becomes a hard wiring for 

the brain that the universal/theoretical self is lost, and subject to changes – reductionism 

again. My main interest, however, is on the basic observation. 

The very observation of this dual phenomenon is one way of uplifted 

thinking – the primary duty of man on earth. According to ancient Egyptians 

[Book of the Dead], this transformation is symbolized by crux ansata or 

ankh and shown in the figure, symbolizing life and immortality. The handle 

is a ‘… circle, the perfect image of that which has no beginning and no end 

[-]’ and represents the soul of the initiate. Transformation from below ED 

to above EL through ‘simulated death’ was a fatal ritual initiates would have 

to go through – they called it ‘crucifixion of the elect’. This process ‘… 

separated the soul from the body so that their [the initiates'] souls would long for 

resurrection. Others died both in the flesh and their souls [cast down to the ‘great 

devourer of souls’].’ The non-initiates (the mass) would go through ritual confessions and 

‘weighing of the hearts’ during death or accident. Once the initiates are set free (dead or 

alive), they would see ‘the unseen’, know ‘as others could not know’ and work ‘to budge 

the hinges of the universe’ …. In the classical sense, this is the Mind/soul (biography) of 

 

http://www.yourdictionary.com/christhood
http://www.experiencefestival.com/enlightenment_concept_-_seeking_enlightenment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_the_Dead
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the self, typically represented by cloud bird (Ka) – the ‘dual self’. In our terminology, 

while {ei} is the ‘clay’, {Rij; EL} is the ‘life everlasting’ and the union is the ‘breath of 

life’, symbolically expressed as 

{ei}{Rij; EL} → S = {ei, Rij; EL}. 

What perceives all these is the universal self ∆
(n)

Rij that is generated from 

concentration (on the fingers) and elevated enough to intervene with the outcomes of 

things. 

Equipped with this, one's soul would reach the place of the ‘wheel of life’ that gets one 

to ‘millions of future life years’ and to the transcended gods. The circle, where a point of 

cross-section becomes both the beginning and the end, is the magic power that connects 

everything. The belief in Jesus Christ is also supposed to help one to cross over without 

going through the process of ‘trial death’ (going through the ‘twelve regions of Duat’) by 

a continuous knowledge of Christhood and resurrection from the domain of death (where 

the end becomes the beginning); or total open mindedness to receive messages. 

 

 

V. Clinical Benefits 

Generally, sustained concentration refers to dealing with the life-giving forces, EL. 

Then one can choose positive outcomes to happen. The idea is, in every chaotic situation, 

there is a 50-50% choice/chance, and one can intervene to affect the balance; and this 

also works in any other situation. In this regard, some direct effects from observation are: 

 Body: – The immune system is involved with identifying foreign molecules that 

can be harmful to the system, and reacting to dissolve them – antigen-antibody non-linear 

reactions. Here, the very observation of the pain, as an authority and a non-deserving 

universal person, makes symmetry breaking in favor of distinctly knowing foreign- and 

body-molecules for immediate removal of disease. That is, the body is given more 

respect and a defined selfhood, far beyond the victimized and tortured helpless (Adamic) 

http://www.thebody.com/content/art1788.html
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self can imagine. When the authority of presence and positive choice on instinctual basis 

is lacking, the totality of these pain-producing influences can result in adverse effects – 

further pain. A loss of awareness (mainly from stress or any kind of resentment) makes 

the body diluted enough, that certain cells of the body can be caught up in the crossfire, 

resulting in inflammatory diseases like arthritis, ulcers and asthma. Nevertheless, during 

this practice of anchored observation, one may feel a change of chemistry in the self, 

poisons and scars seeming to be expelled and so on. Technically speaking, the heat so 

produced during concentration in the body is healing warmth that produces energy to 

enzymes and reactions for fast recovery – the same way one attains the heat during actual 

pain or injury. Generally, the distant feeling of observing pain/thoughts coming and going 

is the new authority over those influences without which illness, dependency, possession 

… may result. 

 Brain: – Observation is watching thought processes and impulses through the 

nervous system. Just as the atoms are for the body-system, so are the neurons that make 

the nervous system and their interactions (in terms of firing or inhibiting) in their 

electrochemical circuitry, for processing information. Under normal conditions the brain, 

either synthesizes past memories/experiences, or entertains incoming influences; and so 

casts their contents to the future. In either case, these activities are subject to observation 

in the ‘Now’; and with exercise, one can have a perfect control of the self generally. If 

this processing (as emergent properties of neural networks) is observed, then this 

observation will lead to show the process of one's life also; for the future is only a 

programming in the brain-computer by the ‘here-and-now’. For simplicity, observation is 

exemplified as standing at the bank of a river watching all the logs and objects float 

downstream. Anyone who cannot control one's thoughts is like the objects floating by – 

subject to circumstances and random operation of the forces. Thus one can discipline the 

brain to pick the kind of thought of immediate importance or not think at all, but observe. 

Since it is a matter of detachment, all unnecessary clinging (like bad habits and other 

attachments/dependencies) will take their departure; because, they induce thoughts and 

thoughts are our subjects in this authoritative moment. For clarity, the active brain is of 

direct interaction with the external world (through the senses), while an idle brain is due 

to ‘self-excitation’ affected by subtle influences – drugs are supposed to enhance the 

connectivity between influences and responses from the body; in their absence, however, 

http://www.google.com.et/url?sa=t&source=web&ct=res&cd=9&ved=0CCwQFjAI&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FNervous_system&rct=j&q=nervous+system&ei=SbPzS8KgC9SO_AajuYWJDQ&usg=AFQjCNHW9r08gQ-55CLCOlxsRs_iAl1Mng
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connectivity turns to disconnection with a deep feeling of separation, and craving. The 

unfortunate thing here is that just any kind of influence can come in and govern the 

personality; and unfortunately, such evil influences are in abundance at present. It is only 

through stern observation can one overcome these crippling forces. In psychoanalysis, 

this procedure of self-observation is generally termed as regression therapy – a 

mechanism of recreating and observing past experiences due to these forces.  

In observation, unnecessary memories fade away and a new flow of meaningful and 

eternal thoughts will flow steadily. One's thoughts become a smooth flow of a sequence 

of facts and insights that one does not have to bother about the outcome of things, in 

general. The other thing, much needed in our campuses, is concentration in reading 

(tuning to the so-called photographic memory or to any other activity) that the reader 

begins to communicate with the author with no effort and with no ‘learning’ attitude.  

 Mind: – It is obvious that one can only think (about past/future, here/there, etc.) 

during moments of thinking; but all these thoughts are done by the state of the self during 

thinking – the ‘Present’. Thus external/internal interactions are thought about during the 

‘Now’ – ‘there is nothing outside the now’ Eckhart Tolle . In this state, the process 

becomes more of observing the feelings through the endocrine system. The 

feeling/thinking in the ‘Present’ is the moment of truth that determines the eternal 

content/state of the self during observation; which in turn determines the future. Thus 

steadfastness and diligence is required to shape the life of the self in conformity with 

universal laws, the truth – for only during this moment does the expression ‘the truth 

shall set you free’ being operational.  

 Cognitive Immunology: – psychosomatic (due to Santiago theory) or physico-

spiritual wellbeing. Once the Body, Brain and Mind are harmonized, then there is a 

perfect control over oneself in any regard. The brain only restricts possibilities.  

To summarize things, our objective is to ‘be still and know …’, the operation of things 

and one's position in this drama. Thus in order to fulfill this, one has to a) calm the senses 

by resting the body/flesh comfortably; b) calm thoughts and reason by resting the 

computer-brain, and c) observe [3
rd

 eye] thoughts, impulses and panorama of things in 

http://www.saskworld.com/bodymindspirit/edition18/08_article_al.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eckhart_Tolle
http://www.google.com.et/%23hl=en&q=endocrine+system&aq=0s&aqi=g-s1g-sx9&aql=&oq=indocrine+system&gs_rfai=&fp=29b848e7ce943da8
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Santiago_theory_of_cognition&redirect=no
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quietude. With this procedure, the self joins ‘the kingdom of heaven’ with selfless 

(hormonal/neurotransmitter) connectivity and felt throughout the body. 

 

 

 

VI. Conclusion 

We discussed about systems which are virtually anything we encounter or conceive of: 

A system can be a rock or a group of rocks, chemical reactions, bacterial or complicated 

cells, humans, societies, governments, the world/planetary systems and the universe. 

Among all these, we observe dead or inanimate systems that are destined to fall apart and 

rundown; systems that struggle towards life through resilience/sustainability, self-

regulation, self-organizing for self-making and reproduction. In this hierarchy, we also 

observe systems interacting and communicating through abstract thinking and reason 

(possibly self-referential), and systems with no structural configuration, yet effectively 

systems. The frightening aspect, however, is that such subtle systems (as huge 

corporations or governments) can grow wild (with wave-like influences) beyond the 

comprehension of its managers or board members; and end up producing unexpected and 

destructive results, mainly symbolized as ‘the beast’ with multiple heads and limbs. It is 

then the work of humanity to identify, understand and control such harmful systems for 

regenerative outcomes in order for the world to exist. 

In our work, the most interesting systems we considered were the simplest: mechanical 

interactions between two particles or more. With certain fundamental knowledge so 

attained, one can extend this to more complex and huge systems. The procedure is to 

begin with a pendulum, extend this (through the self as a system made of chemical 

oscillations and enzymes) all the way to the workings of the universe. Then one would 

find one's place in this mighty whole of everything, not only as a biological entity on a 

ball of matter randomly suspended in space, but an entity which questions and interacts 

with the dynamics of this universe as a whole and the self, which we call reality. The 

http://imamat.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/abstract/63/2/179
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=334798
http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=334798
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self-organization
http://quantumdistinction.files.wordpress.com/2008/11/selfsystems.pdf
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conscious participation of oneself in this drama seems to be associated with that of the 

power which makes the universe alive; and hence, the extension goes far beyond the 

reductionist limits.  

The mystical interface between the physical and spiritual is revealed through the 

limitations of space and time as demonstrated through the so-called ‘Planck scale’ in 

time, distance and mass (tP=1.3510
-43

s, P=4.0510
-33

cm, mP=5.4610
-5

g) where the 

laws of physics begin to break down due to ‘quantum fluctuations’. At the Planck scale 

the separate identities of time, space and mass are smeared out; and the physical world is 

‘fuzzed out’ into a hybrid of reality. Hence, it suggests ‘analytic continuation’ of present 

physical reality towards the unreachable: ‘before Big-bang’, the future, the zero-

size/mass of matter, and subsequent infinite energy. The general trend is that, unless the 

universe with all its minute parts, stars and galaxies, is extended beyond these limiting 

values and considered alive with some personal relationship, mechanistic questions like 

how big the universe is, what happened before the Big-bang or what does the future hold 

are quite meaningless that rather complicate things further. But, for our practical 

purposes, a genuine feeling (above ‘what meets the eye’) and a sense of connectedness 

with the whole drama opens up ‘a new earth and a new heaven’ to be lived in.  

Without further ado, I feel glad to get this out of my chest, which had bogged me 

down for so many years. I am also very grateful for the present-day technology that 

seems to be appropriated for me. I think that the basic principles are presented, and with 

your participation, lots of improvements and testimonies can be recorded. I only tried to 

reveal the potential content of the self. Since it is inherent in everyone, I only had to show 

the direction; and since you would know more than I do, the rest is that I diminish and 

you grow in this self-revealing experience. The important thing is to experiment this 

phenomenon for oneself; for it does not require one to go to the laboratories and prove 

things. Nor does it require effort or expenditure.  It is here, and it tells about the facts 

more than beliefs and religions can reveal – a universal religion. It is in the hands of the 

self (the beholder), and it must be exhaustively tested, experimented and lived in without 

much regard to the outside world, for it is also the outside world. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_scale
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_fluctuation
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VII. Summary 

 

 

With best regards: Abraham Amaha (PhD), Department of Physics, Addis Ababa 

University, Ethiopia. 

 

 


